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airport until it closed in 1999. This joint project between the City of Austin and Catellus Development is implementing
a master plan to convert the site to a commercial and residential area with modern housing and state-of-the-art retail
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Open to new residents since 2007, the project is estimated to be completed by 2020. When fully built, Mueller will
include over 5,900 homes with 13,000 residents, a town center with shops, including 30 percent locally-owned
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Catellus, the City of Austin, Mueller homebuilders and apartment developers are working together to provide a
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Dealmakers
⦁ A robust public-private partnership
⦁ Substantial, long-term public engagement
⦁ A strong public policy commitment to affordable housing
⦁ Design guidelines and review process for a cohesive neighborhood fabric
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Development Partners
DMA Development Company
Diana McIver established the DMA Development Company, LLC in 1999 in response to a need for quality affordable
housing in rural areas. The company develops small to mid-size apartment communities in rural areas and smaller
cities utilizing the Housing Tax Credit program. The service area of DMA Development Company, LLC has included
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and distinct services encompassing the creation and management of affordable multifamily housing properties.

The City of Austin
Austin is the capital of Texas and the seat of Travis County. Austin
is the eleventh most-populated city in the U.S. and the fourth
most-populated city in Texas. It is the fastest-growing
of the 50 largest US cities. In 2016, Austin had a
is among the least affordable in the nation, in
the same league as San Francisco, Portland,
San Antonio and Atlanta as metro areas with
a growing gap between how much workers
make and how much of that income it
takes to afford a median-priced home.
Over the years, the City of Austin has
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population of 931,830. The cost of housing in Austin

steadily pursued policies to foster
the preservation and production of
affordable housing.
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Catellus Development Group
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responsible for the creation and oversight of the Mueller Affordable Homes Program.

Mueller Foundation
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supports efforts that go beyond the agreement. The Mueller Foundation is considered a donor-advised fund of the
Austin Community Foundation, with funds from three sources: a real estate transaction fee of .025 percent on all
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and contributions by the master developer and its project partners.
As a result of the collaboration by Catellus, the City of Austin, and Mueller home builders to meet the goal in the
Master Development Agreement for affordability, homes purchased in the Mueller Affordable Homes Program are
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in the program, ultimately capturing the difference between the sales price and market value to support future
affordability efforts. They also hold a purchase option on the home for the same purpose.

Policy and Planning
The transition of Robert Mueller Municipal Airport from its service as an airport to a new urban village in the heart
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development on the edge with high density in the center” of Mueller.
Over the next 20 years, a clear community vision of a compact
and pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use community emerged
for the airport site, and a master plan was created by San
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the city selected Catellus Development as the master
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Primary City oversight is provided by a project
manager dedicated to the Mueller redevelopment
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build-out is expected to be completed by 2020.
The Master Development Agreement (MDA)
includes the provisions of the Mueller
Affordable Housing Program. The results of
the affordable housing program are reviewed
annually by the Austin Housing Finance
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housing plan.
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Mueller is zoned as a planned unit development (PUD), which is a zoning category that sets a higher standard than
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ordinance, which encourages the mixed-use, compact development of residences, shops and workplaces oriented
toward pedestrian activity. The zoning ordinance provides waivers from standard City code when necessary in order
to develop the Mueller Master Plan as a TND.
The Mueller redevelopment plan is based on six core principles:
⦁ Fiscal Responsibility: Redevelopment must create a positive revenue stream that will fund onsite infrastructure
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giving local residents a direct stake in redevelopment.
⦁ Compatibility with Surrounding Neighborhoods: Development must maintain and enhance the quality of life
in adjacent neighborhoods, providing complementary linkages, land uses and transportation patterns.
⦁ Diversity & Affordability: Redevelopment must offer a wide range of housing choices in order to create a new
community of socially and economically diverse residents.
⦁ Sustainability:"3"),-*"+10%,2)!"-)++"!&+461%1-/,*,1"0"+"/$6+!41"/"#Õ &"+ 6Ą/"0,2/ "
protection, reduced auto dependency, watershed protection and green space preservation.
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Program provided fee waivers and expedited processing of construction permitting.
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The Mueller Master Plan represents more than 20 years of community involvement. As a joint project between the City
of Austin and Catellus, transforming Mueller from an airport to a mixed-use urban village was the result of hundreds of
public meetings and collaboration between the City, its consultants and community stakeholders. Over time, Catellus
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The Robert Mueller Municipal Airport Plan Implementation Advisory Commission was formed in June 2000. It holds
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to make recommendations to Council, and it acts as the primary vehicle to address neighborhood concerns. As
residents have moved into Mueller they have replaced seats as members of the Commission.
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around Mueller and affordable housing.
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Design
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scaled, supportive of transit, and compatible with the surrounding fabric of single-family neighborhoods.
The Mueller Design Book sets forth guidelines for the design of buildings and public and private open spaces within
the Mueller community and is incorporated as part of the Master Development Agreement between the Master
Developer and the City of Austin. The guidelines are intended to supplement the zoning provisions of the Mueller
Planned Unit Development and the Mueller Master Community Covenants.
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Transportation options include auto, bicycle, and pedestrian connectivity with bus and future rail transit. Streets are
designed to serve as an extension of the open space, pedestrian, and bicycle network and contribute to the communi16đ00"+0",#-) "+!&!"+1&16ă
The affordable for-sale units have typically been produced by builders whose primary business is market-rate
development. The Mueller design guidelines require similar architecture and a mix of market-rate and affordable
housing units. As a result, the designs for each are comparable, with some reductions in the size and adjustments in
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parks around its perimeter, allowing easy public access without interference with neighborhood activities
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Council (NCC), comprised of representatives from the design and development community, is responsible for the
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review of individual projects.
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Mueller applies green community design to provide heat island mitigation, light pollution reduction and storm water
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that are non-toxic, recycled and sustainably harvested.
At the infrastructure level, Mueller has a reclaimed water system, a centralized energy plant, and regional detention
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are nearby. The parking garage allows each resident to park on the level adjacent to their apartment.
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also include ADA mobility accessible units, and sight- and hearing-accessible units.
Starting the project during the Great Recession yielded a lower construction pricing, which allowed room in the
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rental development at Mueller and has been held to the same high standard as all Mueller properties.

Financing
As publicly owned land, the City of Austin has sought to leverage the redevelopment of Mueller to achieve several
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governs the transfer of land, the deconstruction of existing improvements, the construction of infrastructure, sales to third parties, and
numerous other development obligations and responsibilities. Under
the MDA, the city and Catellus have each committed to fund the cost of
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gains from the successful redevelopment of Mueller.
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lack of infrastructure in place, the cost to demolish existing buildings and
runways, and the high level of amenities. City general fund dollars are not
committed to expenditures for the Mueller redevelopment costs.
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sales tax revenues generated by the project, which will also repay the
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Diana McIver
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Companies

the City deferred its land-sale proceeds and issued bonds supported by
project-generated tax revenues.
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repaid by 2032.
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Private Financing and Revenues
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Catellus has not received any fee waivers and is expected to pay $5 million in City development fees. At the end of the
/"!"3"),-*"+1Ą×"/)) ,010+!)+!Ě0)"-/, ""!0/"(+,4+Ą1%"/"4&))"Õ+) ,2+1&+$Ą+!1"))204&))
realize its investment returns through the money generated by its sale of land. At the end of the development phase,
Catellus is expected to recoup that initial investment and earn a 15 percent return on that investment.
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The Mueller Foundation provided a small loan for temporary seed money to launch the $24.8 million project, which
has since been repaid.
Despite building during the economic downturn, DMA Companies managed to secure both public and private
funding, including $2 million in general obligation (GO) bonds for affordable housing from the City. However,
additional funding allowed the project to move forward without actually drawing from the GO bonds. In 2005, voters
in the City of Austin approved a $55 million affordable housing GO bond issue that helped build, renovate or preserve
3,400 units of low-income rental and ownership housing. Housing developers apply for portions of the funds, which
help attract and secure money from other sources. Voters approved an additional $65 million in 2013.
Nine-percent low income housing tax credits were awarded in 2010, a recessionary period when it was notably hard
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million in tax credit equity through RBC Capital. The permanent mortgage was $7 million, and the development fee
was $1.3 million.

Marketing and Management
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before signing their leases.
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There is currently a waiting list.
The amenities have proven to be a big draw for community members as well as residents. Art classes, writing classes,
and other activities that are free for residents are open to others in the community for a nominal fee. The community
/,,*&0,-"+1,), )+,+-/,Õ101,%,01*""1&+$0ă
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Public policy is an important driver. In the Master Developer Agreement, the City of Austin leveraged its ownership
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SMART Housing Policy, green building standards, and increased density strengthened the commitment to affordability and sustainability.
Early planning helps to realize the community’s vision for a large redevelopment effort. Citizen advocacy for the
redevelopment of Mueller took place over a 20-year period, starting in the early 1980s. The process of imagining
what conversion of the property could look like began long before the City and Catellus signed a Master Developer
Agreement in 2002.
Affordability needs sustainability. The original goal of affordability for 25 percent of the units has had to adapt along
the way to stay the course. The creation of the Mueller Foundation to manage the Affordable Homes Program has
""+-/1,#+"##,/11,01/"+$1%"+2"))"/đ0 - &161, %&"3"1%"!"3"),-*"+1đ0##,/!)"%,20&+$$,)ă
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Mueller, there will be a training room conducive to community presentations and meetings.
Stylish design is a major asset.%"11/ 1&3"/ %&1" 12/"+!!"0&$+,#&)!Ö,4"/"// "Ą&+ ,,/!&+1&,+4&1%
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for affordable housing provided $2 million for the project.
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This document is a portion of NAHB’s report
How Did They Do It? Discovering New Opportunities for Affordable Housing.
Click here to view the full report.
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